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Proposal for a spin-polarized solar battery
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A solar cell illuminated by circularly polarized light generates charge and spin currents. We show
that the spin polarization of the current significantly exceeds the spin polarization of the carrier
density for the majority carriers. Based on this principle, we propose a semiconductor spin-polarized
solar battery and substantiate our proposal using analytical arguments and numerical modeling.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1399002#
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Illumination of a semiconductor sample by circularly p
larized light results in a spin polarization of the carrier1

Optical spin polarization of both minority~optical orienta-
tion! and majority ~optical pumping! carriers has been
realized.1 Introducing spin into semiconductors has also be
reported by injecting spin-polarized carriers from a magne
material~metal2 or semiconductor3!. Combined with the ex-
istence of reasonably long spin-relaxation times,4,5 this
makes a strong case for all-semiconductor spintronics~tradi-
tional spintronic devices are metallic,6 suitable for their use
in magnetic read heads and computer memory cells!. The
advantages of semiconductor spintronics7 would be an easie
integration with the existing semiconductor electronics a
more versatile devices; for example, information storage
processing could, in principle, be possible on the same s
tronic chip. There already exist theoretical proposals
semiconductor unipolar spin transistors and spin diode8,9

and bipolar semiconductor devices based on the s
polarizedp-n junction.10,11 Related experimental advance
demonstrating spin-polarized light-emitting diodes3 and a
gate-voltage tunable magnetization in magne
semiconductors,12 provide further motivation to explore all
semiconductor spintronics.

In this letter, we propose a spin-polarized solar battery
a source of both charge and spin currents. For its operatio
is necessary to have spin imbalance in the carrier popula
~or in the corresponding components of current! as well as a
built-in field which separates electron–hole pairs, created
illumination, producing voltage.13 We consider a particula
implementation of a spin-polarized solar battery based on
concept of the spin-polarizedp–n junction.11 A circularly
polarized light uniformly illuminates the sample~Fig. 1!,
generating spin-polarized carriers and spin-polarized cha
current. An alternative geometry, using illumination only
the p region, has been considered in Ref. 11. We revea
numerical modeling of drift–diffusion equations for spin a
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charge transport that in the majority region current spin
larization is significantly enhanced over the carrier dens
polarization, and that spin polarization of the minority car
ers near an ideal Ohmic contact is larger than in the bulk.
calculating theI –V characteristics for both charge and sp
currents, we show that spin currents in then region generally
diminish with increasing forward voltage. We develop
analytical model based on spin diffusion to further supp
these findings.

Consider a GaAs sample at the room temperature
length L ~extending on thex axis from x50 to 12 mm!,
doped withNA5331015cm23 acceptors on the left and with
ND5531015cm23 donors on the right@the doping profile,
ND(x)2NA(x), is shown in Fig. 2#. The intrinsic carrier
concentration isni51.83106 cm23,13 and the electron~hole!
mobility and diffusivity are 4000 (400) cm2 V21 s21 and
103.6 (10.36) cm2 s21.13 The pair ~band-to-band! recombi-
nation rate is taken to bew5(1/3)31025 cm3 s21, giving an
electron lifetime in thep region oftn51/wNA50.1 ns, and
a hole lifetime in then region oftp51/wND50.06 ns. The
spin relaxation time~which is the spin lifetime in then re-
gion! is T150.2 ns. In thep region electron spin decays o
the time scale of1 ts5T1tn /(T11tn)'0.067 ns. The minor-

FIG. 1. ~Color! Spin-polarized solar battery. Circularly polarized light cr
ates electron–hole pairs. In the depletion region, by the built-in fieldE,
spin-polarized electrons@red ~blue!5spin up ~down!# are swept to then
region~right!, while the unpolarized holes~empty circles! are swept to thep
region ~left!. A uniform illumination is assumed throughout the samp
giving rise to spin-polarized current~both spin and charge flow!.
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ity diffusion lengths areLn5(Dntn)0.5'1 mm for electrons
in thep region, andLp5(Dptp)0.5'0.25mm for holes in the
n region. The spin decays on the length scale ofLs

p

5(Dnts)
0.5'0.8mm in the p and Ls

n5(DnT1)0.5'1.4mm
in the n region. At no applied voltage, the depletion lay
formed aroundxd5L/256 mm has a width ofd'0.9mm,
of it dp5(5/8)d in the p side anddn5(3/8)d in the n side.

Let the sample be uniformly illuminated with a circu
larly polarized light with photon energy higher than the ba
gap ~bipolar photogeneration!. The pair generation rate i
chosen to beG5331023cm23 s21 ~which corresponds to a
concentrated solar light of intensity about 1 W cm22 s21!, so
that in the bulk of thep side there areDn5Gtn'3
31013cm23 nonequilibrium electrons and holes; in then
side the density isDp5Gtp51.831013cm23. The band
structure of GaAs allows a 50% spin polarization of ele
trons excited by a circularly polarized light, so that the sp
polarization at the moment of creation isa05Gs /G50.5,
whereGs5G↑2G↓ is the difference in the generation rat
of spin-up and -down electrons. For a homogeneous dop
the spin density in thep side would be sp5Gsts'1
31013cm23, while in then side sn5GsT1'331013cm23.
Holes in GaAs can be considered unpolarized, since t
lose their spin on the time scale of momentum relaxat
~typically, a picosecond!. The physical situation and the ge
ometry are illustrated in Fig. 1.

We solve numerically the drift–diffusion equations f
inhomogeneously doped spin-polarized semiconductors11 to
obtain electron and hole densitiesn and p, spin densitys
5n↑2n↓ ~wheren↑ andn↓ are spin-up and -down electro
densities!, and chargeJ and spinJs5J↑2J↓ ~whereJ↑ and
J↓ are spin-up and -down electron charge currents! current
densities. We consider ideal Ohmic contacts attached at
ends of the sample, providing infinite carrier and spin reco
bination velocities~so that both nonequilibrium carrier den
sities and spin density vanish atx50 andx5L!. Our sample
is large enough~compared toLn , Lp , andLs! to distinguish
the bulk from the boundary effects, so the behavior of m
realistic boundary conditions~which would include finite

FIG. 2. Calculated spatial profiles of~top! carrier densitiesn and p, spin
densitys, and ~bottom! electron and current spin polarizationsa and aJ .
The thin dashed lines show the doping profileND(x)2NA(x) ~not to scale!,
and the two vertical lines atxp'5.4 andxn'6.3 indicate the depletion laye
boundaries. The thin lines accompanying the numerical curves are anal
results for an ideal spin-polarized solar cell~if not visible, they overlap with
the numerical results!.
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surface recombination velocities for both nonequilibriu
carriers and spin! can be readily deduced from our results

Calculated spatial profiles of carrier and spin densiti
as well as carrier and current polarizationsa5n/s and aJ

5Js /J, are in Fig. 2. There is no applied voltageV, but the
illumination produces a reverse photocurrentJphoto5
2eG(Ln1Lp1d)'211 A cm22 ~see, also, Fig. 3!. The be-
havior of the carrier densities is the same as in the unpo
ized case~spin polarization in nondegenerate semiconduct
does not affect charge currents, as diffusivities for spin
and -down carriers are equal!. The spin density essentiall
follows the nonequilibrium electronic density in thep side,
sharply decreases in the depletion layer, while then rap
increasing to a value larger than the normal excitation va
in the n side,sn . We interpret this as a result of spin pum
ing through the minority channel:11 electron spin excited
within the distanceLp

s from the depletion region, as well a
generated inside that region, is swept into then side by the
built-in field, thus pumping spin polarization into then re-
gion. In the rest of then region, the spin density decrease
until it reaches zero at the right boundary. Carrier spin po
ization a is reasonably high in thep side, but diminishes in
the n side.@Note that in the geometry considered in Ref.
~top of Fig. 1!, for a higher illumination intensity and shor
junction, the spin polarization remains almost unchang
through the depletion layer, a result of a much more effect
electronic spin pumping.# The current polarization, howeve
remains quite large throughout the sample. It changes sig
the p region @note that aJ5Js /J, and since J(V50)
5Jphoto,0 is a constant,aJ shows the negative profile of th
spin current#, and has a symmetric shape in then region,
being much larger thana.

The profile of the carrier densities can be understo
from the ideal solar cell model, based on minority carr
diffusion, and Shockley boundary conditions13,14 ~which, for
V50, state that the nonequilibrium carrier density vanish
at the edges of the depletion layer!. We do not write the
formulas here, but we plot the analytical results in Fig.
The behavior ofs(x) can be understood along similar line
Outside the depletion region we can neglect the electric fi
as far as spin transport is considered~one does not distin-

cal

FIG. 3. CalculatedI –V curves for charge currents~top: a solar cell in the
dark and under illumination! and spin currents~bottom: the solid curve is for
the spin current at the point in then region wheres is maximum, see Fig. 2,
and the dashed curve is forJs at the right end,x512mm!.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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guish minority and majority spins—spin is everywhere o
of equilibrium, and it can be treated similarly to minori
carrier densities!. The equation for spin diffusion is
Dnd2s/dx25(wp11/T1)s2Gs . Consider first thep region.
The boundary conditions ares(0)50 ~the ideal Ohmic con-
tact! and s(xp)50, wherexp5xd2dp is the point where,
roughly, the depletion layer begins~see Fig. 2!. The latter
condition is an analogue of the Shockley condition that s
that the photogenerated minority carrier density vanishe
the edges of the depletion layer, as carriers generated t
are immediately swept into the other side of the layer by
built-in field. The same reasoning holds for spin, as spin
carried by the photogenerated electrons. The resulting
density is

s~x!5spFcosh~jp!21

sinh~jp!
sinh~j!2cosh~j!11G , ~1!

where j5x/Ls
p and jp5xp /Ls

p . The spin currentJs5aJJ
5eDnds/dx. These analytical results, plotted in Fig.
agree with numerical calculation. Note that near the Ohm
contact spin polarizationa(x→0)5a0(ts /tn)0.5'0.41,
which is larger than the bulk value ofa0(ts /tn)'0.33. The
change in sign ofJs is related to the increase ofs with
increasingx, at small x, and then decrease close to t
depletion layer. The current polarization isaJ(0)
52a0Ls

p/(Ln1Lp1d)'20.19 andaJ(xp)52aJ(0).
In the n region, the right boundary value is that of a

Ohmic contact,s(L)50, but at the left it is a finite value
s(xn)5s0 ~wherexn is the depletion region boundary wit
the n side,xn5xd1dn!, determined below. The solution o
the diffusion equation is

s~x!5snFcosh~hn!211s0 /sn

sinh~hn!
sinh~h!2cosh~h!11G ,

~2!

where h5(L2x)/Ls
n and hn5(L2xn)/Ls

n . To obtain s0 ,
consider the physics which leads to its final value. In an id
case, all the electron spin generated in thep region within
the distanceLs

p from the depletion layer, as well as generat
within the depletion layer, flow without relaxation into then
region. Then, the boundary condition for the spin curren
xn readsJs(xn)52eGs(Ls

p1d). Since, at the same time
Js(xn)5eDnds/dxuxn

, from Eq. ~2! we obtain s05sn@1

1tanh(hn)(Ls
p1d)/Ls

n21/cosh(hn)#. In general, for a long
junction (hn@1), s05GsT1@11(Ls

p1d)/Ls
n#, and the en-

hancement of spin due to the minority electron spin pump
is particularly large for reverse biased samples with larged.
For a short junction (hn!1), s05snhn(Ls

p1d)/Ls
n , and the

spin at xn is solely due to electron spin pumping~but its
value is smaller than for a long junction!. In our cases0

'2.2sn , and s(x) @Eq. ~2!#, plotted in Fig. 2, gives very
good agreement with the numerical data. Spin polarizatio
the current at the Ohmic contact isaJ(L)5a0Ls

n/(Ln1Lp

1d)'0.33, while that atxn is aJ(xn)5a0@(Ls
p1d)/(Ln
Downloaded 16 Jul 2007 to 132.199.145.54. Redistribution subject to AIP
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1Lp1d)#'0.39. Current polarization is much larger tha
carrier polarization, since both spin and charge currents
mainly diffusive. If only thep region would be illuminated11

with photogenerated spin densityGs , the induced spin den
sity in then region would bes05Gs(T1ts)

0.5tanh(hn). This
is purely the minority-electron spin pumping effect. It
most effective for long junctions, where the spin amplific
tion is s0 /sp5(T1 /ts)

0.55(11T1 /tn)0.5. At low tempera-
turesT1 can be larger thantn by orders of magnitude, and s
spin amplification can be significant.

Finally, in Fig. 3 we plot theI –V characteristics of the
charge and spin currents. The resulting chargeI –V curve
under illumination can be, as in standard solar cells, und
stood as the effect of superposition13 of the negative short
circuit current~reverse photocurrentJphoto! and the dark cur-
rent, exponentially increasing with forward voltage. The to
charge current vanishes at the open-circuit voltage of abo
V. As the spin current isnot conserved~it varies in space!,
we choose two points to represent it on theI –V plot. One is
the value ofJs at the right boundary, the other at the poi
where spin is maximum~at the right edge of the depletio
layer; this is an important point when a short junction wou
be considered!. Both values decrease in magnitude with i
creasing voltage, as a result of decreasing of the effec
spin pumping from the nonequilibrium minority electron
This is much more pronounced in the case ofJs at maximum
s, which is most sensitive to the electronic pumping, as
varies withd ~which decreases with increasing voltage!.

This work was supported by DARPA and the U.
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